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Biden banned travel from South Africa because of the 
new Covid variant.

Immigrants have recently been apprehended crossing 
our border illegally from South Africa.

Biden is doing nothing to stop immigrants from South 
Africa entering illegally.

Pure politics and hypocrisy.
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It's not an issue, right? Covid isn't that bad and vaccines are strictly 
optional, right?

So what do you care about Covid, Greg?

10 45 731

· 20hAshley @ashleyj71284
He is confused about which narrative to push today. Consistency isn't a 
strong suit of Abbott's.
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· 20hPaddington �Padding14577993
Replying to �GregAbbott_TX
Really?  There are no direct flights to Mexico from South Africa.  It would 
like like 3 flights and like 60 hours of flying just to get close to the border.  I 
call bs.
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· 14hCindy Stewart @runtime714
In recent years there has been an increase in immigrants from Africa, but not
South Africa. That largely peaked in 1994, with the election of Mandela 
prompting white flight. It's not impossible to find a handful, but not a large 
contingent. 1/
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